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Abstract
We introduce the W-calculus, an extension of the call-byvalue λ-calculus with synchronous semantics, designed to be
flexible enough to capture different implementation forms
of Digital Signal Processing algorithms, while permitting a
direct embedding into the Coq proof assistant for mechanized formal verification. In particular, we are interested in
the different implementations of classical DSP algorithms
such as audio filters and resonators, and their associated
high-level properties such as Linear Time-invariance.
We describe the syntax and denotational semantics of the
W-calculus, providing a Coq implementation. As a first application of the mechanized semantics, we prove that every
program expressed in a restricted syntactic subset of W is
linear time-invariant, by means of a characterization of the
property using logical relations. This first semantics, while
convenient for mechanized reasoning, is still not useful in
practice as it requires re-computation of previous steps. To
improve on that, we develop an imperative version of the semantics that avoids recomputation of prior stream states. We
empirically evaluate the performance of the imperative semantics using a staged interpreter written in OCaml, which,
for an input program in W , produces a specialized OCaml
program, which is then fed to the optimizing OCaml compiler. The approach provides a convenient path from the
high-level semantical description to low-level efficient code.
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Introduction

Real-time Digital Signal Processing (DSP) lies at the frontier
between the physical reality and the digital world. Mobile
applications, data acquisition, wireless radio,...: real-time
DSP is pervasive and used in every digital device.
One key domain where DSP thrives is music, where all
digital audio formats can be interpreted as clocked “streams”
of discrete “samples”. which can be tweaked and processed
via programming. The realm of computer music has thus
been a steady provider of music-oriented DSP programming
languages that offer a wide variety of approaches to handle
domain-specific applications.
DSP programming is however notoriously known for posing difficult challenges. For instance, crucial properties are
often not preserved under composition, making modular reasoning difficult; stream, buffer, timing, and memory handling
is costly and error prone if done manually.
There is a wide spectrum of research trying to provide
definitive answers to all or some of the previous problems. In
particular, some domain-specific languages (DSL) for DSP aim
to provide more convenient programming models, allowing
programmers to produce code closer to the mathematical
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specification of the process they intend to implement, while
cumbersome or repetitive details are taken care of by the
toolchain. On the other side, program verification techniques
aim to support rigorous code analysis, pointing out possible
defects or problems, and constructing correctness certificates
that can provide guarantees in high-assurance environments.
However, practical, provably-correct development of DSP
systems is still an open problem: the use — due to efficiency
and compatibility — of low-level implementation languages
does not mix well with the mathematical nature of the specifications; existing state-of-the-art verification techniques
either incur an insurmountable overheard, or are severely
limited in what they can prove.
1.1

implement the imperative semantics as a staged interpreter, which produces low-level, efficient code. Experimental run-time performance evaluation is done
comparing the efficiency of the generated code versus
hand-written versions of the same programs.
We conclude the paper with discussion on related (Section 4) and future (Section 5) work.
The source code for programs and proofs referenced in
this paper can be found at https://github.com/ejgallego/miniwagner-coq/.
1.3

We assume the reader to be familiar with basic functional
programming notation and typing judgments. Unless otherwise specified, we use as our mathematical and logical
universe Coq’s type theory, and in particular the mathematical objects such as matrices and number structures provided
by the Mathematical Components library. While we do use
LATEX-improved notation in the paper, all the definitions have
a direct correspondence with their Coq counterpart. In the
second part of the paper, we will assume familiarity with
OCaml’s syntax.
In particular, we rely on the definition of a numeric type
R, or R, which in our case is assumed to be an integral domain (basically a non-zero commutative ring), n-ary tuples
of elements, written as n.-tuple A for elements of type A,
with elements written using list-like notation [:: e1, ...,
en], and one-column matrices of dimension 𝑎, written as
’cV[R]_a. All these types are already equipped with their
corresponding operations, such as nth for accessing the n-th
element of a tuple or list.
On the DSP side, we mainly follow the conventions in [54].
In this setting, streams are time-indexed functions, usually
returning samples; negative-time access is assumed to return
zero, so one can write 𝑦 (𝑛) = 𝑥 1 (𝑛 − 1) + 𝑥 2 (𝑛 − 2) to define a
delay 𝑦 that takes two streams 𝑥 1 and 𝑥 2 and delays them by
different amounts, 1 and 2, before mixing them. We also use
a shift operator for streams defined as 𝑥 |𝑘 (𝑛) = 𝑥 (𝑛 − 𝑘). It is
also common to write 𝑥 ′ for 𝑥 ′ (𝑛) = 𝑥 (𝑛 − 1), that is to say, a
one-sample delay. We restrict ourselves to causal definitions,
that is to say, filters cannot refer to values in the future or
introduce ill-defined definitional loops. In this setting, the
definition of a linear time-invariant filter 𝑓 is such that

Design Goals

The core goal of this work is to provide a unified core mechanism to bridge performance and verification concerns for
DSP programming.
With the introduction of the W-calculus, we start an
experiment in DSL design with a triple objective: a) to have
a good basis for a declarative DSP language amenable to
state-of-the-art interactive verification, able to handle complex properties, such as linearity, bound properties, or filter
equivalence; b) to ensure the language can accommodate
the performance requirements of real-time processing, in
particular in terms of memory allocation; and c) to provide
a formal basis upon which to develop a full-fledged usable
front-end and compiler, amenable to use by DSP experts.
We have been careful to ensure that the language remains low-level enough to distinguish among different implementation strategies, such as the different forms for filters,
which are extremely important when reasoning about numerical properties. While we don’t address the verification of
floating-point numerical properties of filters in this paper, it
is important that our semantics remain compatible with this
future line of work; thus approaches to program interpretation that may involve non-stable numerical transformations
have been ruled out.
1.2

Mathematical Preliminaries

Key Contributions and Structure of the Paper

We present the work in two main parts.
1. Section 2 describes the W-calculus, including syntax,
design discussion, examples, and formal denotational
semantics, defined using the Coq integrative proof
assistant. Section 2.4 develops a concrete use case of
the mechanized semantics: a proof that every welltyped program in the W-calculus is a linear function,
in the sense of Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems.
2. Section 3 introduces an imperative semantics for the
W-calculus programs, provided these programs perform only bounded accesses on streams’ past values.
This allows for buffers to be statically allocated. We

𝑓 (𝑥 |𝑘 ) = 𝑓 (𝑥) |𝑘 and
𝑓 (𝑐 (𝑥 1 + 𝑥 2 )) = 𝑐 𝑓 (𝑥 1 ) + 𝑐 𝑓 (𝑥 2 ).

2
2.1

The W-calculus
Syntax

The syntax of W expressions 𝑒, 𝑓 and types 𝜏 is given in
Figure 1. Given a base sample type R, W ’s types are either
n-tuples or functions from one tuple to another. For example,
a stereo-to-mono program will have type R2 → R1 , etc. We
write R for R1 when it is clear from the context.
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types
𝜏 ::=
|

R𝑎
𝑎∈N
R𝑎 → R𝑏
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ N
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Γ 𝑥 = R𝑎

expressions
𝑒, 𝑓 ::= 𝑥𝑘

Γ ⊢ 𝑥𝑘 : R𝑎

𝑘∈N
𝑥 ∈V

Γ, 𝑥 : R𝑎 ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑏

Var

Γ ⊢ 𝜆𝑥 .𝑒 : R𝑎 → R𝑏

Γ ⊢ 𝑓 : R𝑎 → R𝑏

| 𝜆𝑥 .𝑒
| 𝑓 𝑒
| 𝑐 ∗𝑒
𝑐∈R
| 𝑒1 + 𝑒2
| 𝜋𝑖 (𝑒) 𝑖 ∈ N, 𝑖 > 0
| (𝑒 1, 𝑒 2 )
| feed 𝑥 .𝑒

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎

Scale

Γ ⊢ 𝑐 ∗ 𝑒 : R𝑎
Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 : R𝑎

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 2 : R𝑎

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 + 𝑒 2 : R𝑎
Figure 1. Syntax of W expressions and types

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎

1≤𝑖 ≤𝑎

Γ ⊢ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑒) : R1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 : R𝑎
Expressions, which denote discrete “streams” of quantified
samples, are standard, except for two cases: variables and
feedback. A variable 𝑥 𝑗 denotes 𝑥’s value at time step 𝑛 − 𝑗,
where 𝑛 is the current time step; note that we write 𝑥 for
𝑥 0 when it is clear from the context, and let 𝑥 = 𝑒 1 in 𝑒 2
for (𝜆𝑥 .𝑒 2 ) 𝑒 1 . The second interesting case is the feedback
expression feed 𝑥 .𝑒, which implements causal self-referential
expressions. For example, assuming the addition to W of
straightforward syntactic extensions such as infix operators,
constants and the like, feed 𝑥 .𝑥 + 1 will implement a counter,
with value 𝑛, where 𝑛 is again the global time. References
to 𝑥 inside 𝑒 are always assumed to start in the previous
time step, to avoid causality problems; thus the previous
example can be read in mathematical form (not W ’s syntax)
as 𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 + 1, assuming 𝑥 at time step 0 or less is always
zero, for any 𝑥.
Typing is also standard in our system, with rules shown
in Figure 2. Note that products are the concatenated tuples
of their projections, instead of the usual structural approach.
2.2

App

Γ ⊢ 𝑓 𝑒 : R𝑏
𝑐∈R

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 2 : R𝑏

Γ ⊢ (𝑒 1, 𝑒 2 ) : R𝑎+𝑏
Γ, 𝑥 : R𝑎 ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎
Γ ⊢ feed 𝑥 .𝑒 : R𝑎

Lam

Add

Proj

Prod

Feed

Figure 2. W typing rules

2.3

Semantics

We present the semantics for W programs as time-indexed
functions mapping syntactic W objects to objects in the
mathematical universe of Coq. Our use of indexing allows
for by-construction causal semantical definition of streams,
while relying only on induction (no co-induction on infinite
streams).
The interpretation ⟦𝜏⟧𝑘T for a type 𝜏 at time step 𝑘 is defined in Figure 4. The reader can observe that the index 𝑘
is only relevant for functions, but, indeed, here is the core
idea of our interpretation for stream transformers: a stream
transformer from 𝜏 → 𝜎 at time 𝑘 is a function that will take
𝑘 + 1 values of the input 𝜏, for the past 𝑘 steps plus the actual
value, producing the value for the current time step. Note
that, in this model, functions at time 𝑘 can access all past
values of their arguments, without a bound.
The semantics for well-typed expressions is defined in
Figure 5. An interpretation function up to time 𝑛, I {𝑛 } , for a
well-typed expression Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏 will take a bounded time step
𝑘 < 𝑛, a well-formed environment for time step 𝑘, env Γ 𝑘,
and will produce an element of the interpretation of its type
𝜏. Environments are defined as heterogeneous lists, mapping
each typed variable to its history of values. Recall that in our
context, values in environments cannot be functional ones.
The initial interpretation I {0} will map every expression to
the corresponding zero value for the type.

Examples

This calculus, while simple, can already be used to implement
some core DSP primitives, as shown in Figure 3.
The examples have been taken from [55], and show a typical second-order infinite impulse response filter, in its two
implementation forms; note how W does actually distinguish
these two filters which, modulo floating-point arithmetic,
are extensionally equivalent. We use the dot product 𝑏® · 𝑥 as
an abbreviation for 𝑏 0 × 𝑥 0 + ... + 𝑏𝑎−1 × 𝑥𝑎−1 , assuming 𝑏® is
the constant tuple [𝑏 0 ; ...; 𝑏𝑎−1 ] (in mathematical notation).
The third example is a waveguide resonator, a simple circuit
implementing the wave equation. We write the example first
using a notation natural to the DSP expert, which we then
desugar to the corresponding W expression, using a feedback
over a single variable of the product.
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Second-order recursive filter, DF-I

Second-order recursive filter, DF-II

df1 ≡ 𝜆𝑥 . feed 𝑦. 𝑏® · 𝑥 + 𝑎® · 𝑦

df2 ≡ 𝜆𝑥 . let 𝑣 = feed 𝑣 . 𝑥 + 𝑎® · 𝑣 in 𝑏® · 𝑣

𝑎® · 𝑦 = ⟨𝑎 0 , 𝑎 1 ⟩ · ⟨𝑦0 , 𝑦1 ⟩ 𝑏® = ⟨𝑏 0 , 𝑏 1 , 𝑏 2 ⟩

Waveguide resonator
feed 𝑥
𝑦
wgr =

= 𝐶 · (𝐺 · 𝑥 ′ + 𝑦 ′) − 𝑦 ′
= 𝐶 · (𝐺 · 𝑥 ′ + 𝑦 ′) + 𝐺 · 𝑥 ′
feed 𝑧.let 𝑥 = 𝜋1 (𝑧) in let 𝑦 = 𝜋2 (𝑧) in
(𝐶 · (𝐺 · 𝑥 + 𝑦) − 𝑦
, 𝐶 · (𝐺 · 𝑥 + 𝑦) + 𝐺 · 𝑥)

Figure 3. Example W programs
⟦R𝑎 ⟧𝑘T
⟦R𝑎 → R𝑏 ⟧𝑘T

time steps. While we could strengthen our termination condition in Coq, to include both the structural and time-based
orders to define a well-founded recursion, this usually leads
to a complex proof setup, so we chose to untie the recursive call by moving the previous-time interpretation as a
parameter P : I {𝑛 } .
We can thus define S by induction on the terms, and then
define the absolute interpretation function I {𝑛 } by a simple
induction on time.

≜ tuple𝑎 R
≜ tuple𝑘+1 ⟦R𝑎 ⟧T → ⟦R𝑏 ⟧T

Definition tyI k t : Type :=
match t with

| tpair a ⇒ 'cV[R]_a
| tfun a b ⇒ k.+1.−tuple 'cV[R]_a → 'cV[R]_b
end.

Figure 4. Semantics of W types
2.4

Linearity

While the previous semantics may seem naturally correct,
details are subtle in our context, and validation is required
(the whole point, in fact, of encoding it inside a theorem
prover).
We have proved without too much hassle a few basic
properties such as that expected equations and program
equivalences do hold, as well as checking inside Coq that
the output is what is expected, as we can run the semantics,
albeit quite slowly.
For this section, we focus however on what we think is
a more interesting property that applies to the full set of
well-typed W programs: linearity.
The avid reader may have noticed by now that our core
syntax lacks constants, and indeed this omission is not a
coincidence. We will fix this problem in the next section as
we move towards more practical uses, but for now, we will
forget about constants and proceed to prove a theorem that
states that “all well-typed programs in the W -calculus are
linear”.

Once we have defined what an interpretation is, the core
of the semantics is given by the interpretation transformer
S. We write P, Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏, 𝑘 < 𝑛 + 1, and Θ𝑘 , for the first arguments (after unfolding the definition of I {𝑛+1} ), such that
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
has type ⟦𝜏⟧𝑘T as required. The interpretaΘ𝑘
tion transformer is then defined structurally on expressions,
so that, in particular, there is no problem regarding the termination requirements imposed by Coq, and termination is
detected by Coq’s regular guard checker.
There are a few interesting cases in this definition. For
variables, the environment will contain the history of all
the previous values of this variable; so we can just access it,
or return the 0-interpretation if the access is out of bounds.
Functions are interpreted as regular mathematical functions;
function application builds the full history of the argument
prior to passing it to the interpretation of the function. The
feedback case is, however, a bit more tricky, as we now need
to interpret the feedback expression itself, but over previous
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I {𝑛 } ≡ expr Γ 𝜏 → ∀ 𝑘, 𝑘 < 𝑛 → env Γ 𝑘 → ⟦𝜏⟧𝑘T
Θ𝑘 : env Γ 𝑘 ≡ (𝑥 ∈ V) → tuple𝑘+1 ⟦Γ 𝑥⟧T

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑥𝑚 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝜆𝑥 .𝑒 : R𝑎 → R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑓 𝑒 : R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘

nth 𝑚 (Θ𝑘 𝑥) 0𝑎 ,

where 0𝑎 ≡ init 𝑎 (fun _ → 0)

fun hist → SP ⟦Γ, 𝑥 : R𝑎 ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ ⊎{𝑥←hist}
𝑘

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑓 : R𝑎 → R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
hist
Θ𝑘

where hist ≡ [SP ⟦b
e⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
; SP ⟦b
e⟧𝑘−1<𝑛+1
; ...; SP ⟦b
e⟧0<𝑛+1
]
Θ𝑘
Θ𝑘−1
Θ0
and b
e ≡ Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑐 ∗ 𝑒 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜ 𝑐 ∗ SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘
Θ𝑘
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 + 𝑒 2 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
+ SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 2 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘
Θ𝑘

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑒) : R1 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘

[nth 𝑖 (SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
) 0]
Θ𝑘
)
) ++ (SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 2 : R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
(SP ⟦Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘
Θ𝑘

≜
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ (𝑒 1, 𝑒 2 ) : R𝑐 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘
SP ⟦Γ ⊢ let 𝑥 = 𝑒 1 in 𝑒 2 : R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘

SP ⟦Γ, 𝑥 : R𝑎 ⊢ 𝑒 2 : R𝑏 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ ⊎{𝑥←hist }
𝑘

]
where hist ≡ [SP ⟦b
e⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
; SP ⟦b
e⟧𝑘−1<𝑛+1
; ...; SP ⟦b
e⟧0<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘
Θ𝑘−1
Θ0
and b
e ≡ Γ ⊢ 𝑒 1 : R𝑎

SP ⟦Γ ⊢ feed 𝑥 .𝑒 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
≜
Θ𝑘

SP ⟦Γ, 𝑥 : R𝑎 ⊢ 𝑒 : R𝑎 ⟧𝑘<𝑛+1
Θ𝑘 ⊎{𝑥←hist }
b ≡ Γ ⊢ feed 𝑥 .𝑒 : R𝑎
b 𝑘−1<𝑛 ; ...; P⟦fb⟧
b 0<𝑛 ] with fb
where hist ≡ [P⟦fb⟧
Θ𝑘−1
Θ0

Figure 5. W single-step semantics of expressions, with P : I {𝑛 }
From Section 1.3, we know that a function 𝑓 : R → R is
linear iff 𝑓 (𝑥 + 𝑦) = 𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑓 (𝑦). However, this notion is
too weak to be of direct use in our programming language
context as a) not all expressions are functions, and b) program expressions are indeed open, so the property has to be
extended as to be meaningful under an environment Γ.
As is often the case in interactive theorem proving, finding
the right theorem and definition statements does amount
to the large majority of the work the proof engineer or researcher has to do.
In our case, we will take advantage of the well-known
technique of “logical relations”: relations over values indexed
by program types, and closed over functional values in such
a way that functions must send related inputs to related
outputs. We first specify what linearity means for values of W
types using the ternary, type-indexed relation rel_additive:

| tfun m n ⇒ fun f1 f2 f3 ⇒
forall (x1 x2 x3 : k.+1.− tuple ( tyI k m)),
x1 = x2 − x3 → f1 x1 = f2 x2 − f3 x3
end.

In the above code, we have two cases. For basic values, we just
require that the first element of the relation is the subtraction
of the third from the second. For functional values, we do
require that the functional values behave in a linear way.
Note that, in the first versions of this work, we were able to
get away with a unary relation, as one can substitute over
the equalities; however, we felt that this presentation is more
standard and allows us to define the upcoming fundamental
lemma in a way more accessible for readers familiar with
logical relations.
Note also that the use of the additive property 𝑓 (𝑥 − 𝑦) =
𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑦) makes it more convenient to integrate our code
with the standard linear algebra libraries of Coq’s SSReflect
Mathematical Components library, as it captures both linearity and preservation of negation.

Fixpoint rel_additive k t {struct t}

: tyI k t → tyI k t → tyI k t → Prop :=
match t with

| tpair m

⇒ fun x1 x2 x3 ⇒ x1 = x2 − x3
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The fundamental lemma, rel_additive_fund, does generalize the relation over values to a relation over open expressions:

𝜏 ::= · · · | 𝐼𝑛
𝑒, 𝑓 ::= 𝑥
𝑥∈V
| ···
| 𝑒 [𝑒 idx ]
| 𝑓 [ptr ↢ 𝑒]
| [ptr ↢ feed 𝑥 . 𝑒]

Lemma rel_additive_fund

Γ t ( e : expr Γ t) n ( I : I n) ( HI : hlinP' I) :
forall k ( hk : k < n.+1) ( Θ1 Θ2 Θ3 : env k Γ) ,
env_additive Θ1 Θ2 Θ3
→
let: v1 := exprI I hk e Θ1 in

Figure 6. Updated W syntax and types, with buffer allocation and array indexes

let: v2 := exprI I hk e Θ2 in
let: v3 := exprI I hk e Θ3 in
rel_additive v1 v2 v3.

states that Θ1 = Θ2 − Θ3 , and the HI assumption ensures that the interpretation I is, for the feedback case,
linear with respect to environments, which is a sub-case of
rel_additive, but specialized to non-functional types; this
is enough due to our current typing restrictions on the arguments of feedbacks and functions.
As a corollary of the fundamental lemma, we obtain:

env_additive

3.1

( tfun a b)) :

let ( f : k.+1.− tuple ' cV_a → 'cV_b) := exprIn p f tt in
additive f.

which reads as “given an arbitrary time step 𝑛 and a welltyped closed function 𝑓 , the interpretation of 𝑓 at 𝑘 is additive”.
Note that this process can be repeated for scaling, that is
to say 𝑓 (𝑐𝑥) = 𝑐 𝑓 (𝑥), this time obtaining:

Bounded Access. The new syntax implements bounded
access by default, as the type 𝐼𝑛 is only inhabited by integers
{0, . . . , 𝑛 − 1}; however, on the raw machine we will present
soon, type information is erased and indeed an out-of-bounds
access will lead to undefined behavior. This is just a particular
design choice, but any method that provides, for a functional
expression 𝑒, the bounds on access to their argument would
work for us.
The idea of using bounded access to improve our machine
can be understood by looking at Figure 7. There, we can see
how the bound allows us to avoid allocating a new memory
cell for the value of the argument in the 𝑛 + 1 step, and we
can instead use a standard circular buffer.
Note that this goes beyond memoization (which is anyhow
impractical for DSP), as memoization does avoid the multiple
computations of all the previous values for arguments of
functions, but allocation is still necessary for the new ones.

Corollary funP n k ( p : ( k <= n)%nat) a b

( f : expr [::]

( tfun a b)) : lmorphism (exprIn p f tt).

where lmorphism is the Coq definition of a “linear morphism”,
which implies both additivity and scalability.

3

Language Extensions for Allocations and
Variables-as-Arrays

Before moving ahead with the imperative semantics, we
slightly tweak and extend the syntax from Figure 1 to provide
a more comfortable programming experience, at the cost of
adding non-linear constructions; in particular:
• variables now lose the subindex and denote arrays –
we also introduce a type of ordinals 𝐼𝑛 (integers less
than 𝑛), and a safe array-access operator 𝑥 [𝑖];
• feedback and application expressions now store a pointer to a heap-allocated circular buffer, where past values for the history-tracking expressions are stored.
Figure 6 shows the new indexing operator 𝑒 [𝑒 idx ], with typing rule [] : R𝑛 → 𝐼𝑛 → R, and the extra pointer in both
application and feedback nodes. We write Wptr for this updated version when required.

Corollary funD n k ( p : k <= n) a b

( f : expr [::]

ptr ∈ Ptr
ptr ∈ Ptr

Running Ahead: Imperative Semantics

Up to this point, we have used the formal semantics in Figure 5 to reason about W programs and their properties; while
this is nice, and it works reasonably well, we are still far from
something usable as a programming framework.
Indeed, the semantics of Section 2.3 recompute the full
time history of arguments at every function application node.
This is simple to understand mathematically, and the locality
(or referential transparency) of the definitions helps in formal
reasoning, but it is not going to work in actual uses, as this
argument re-computation is highly impractical and requires
an unbounded amount of memory.
In this section, we focus on the concrete case when access
to variables’ history is bounded. This way, we can allocate a
buffer at every application point — and feedback, of course —
that will store the argument’s past values up to the inferred
bound in the buffer to avoid recomputing.
We claim that this produces a reasonable execution model,
and will proceed to experimentally benchmark our programs
to show so.

Allocation and Heaps. Once we have a bound for our
functional terms, we have to allocate a buffer in the heap
and update the pointer for each expression. Note that it is
crucial that buffers are not overlapping obviously, and initialized to zero, as is common in DSP (though we could provide pragmas for different initialization setups, usually from
some probability distribution, which is a common pattern
for physically-based sound processing).
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⟦𝑓 𝑎⟧𝑛

= ⟦𝑓 ⟧𝑛

[::

⟦𝑎⟧𝑛 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑+1 ; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧0

]

⟦𝑓 𝑎⟧𝑛+1

= ⟦𝑓 ⟧𝑛+1

[:: ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛+1 ; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑+1 ; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧0

]

⟦𝑓 𝑎⟧𝑛

= ⟦𝑓 ⟧𝑛

[::

⟦𝑓 𝑎⟧𝑛+1

= ⟦𝑓 ⟧𝑛+1

[:: ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛+1 ; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑+1

⟦𝑎⟧𝑛 ; ...; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑+1 ; ⟦𝑎⟧𝑛−𝑑

unbounded history access

]
]

bounded access, fixed-size circular buffer

Figure 7. History dynamics (⟦𝑒⟧𝑛 is, informally, the value of expression 𝑒 at time step 𝑛; [:: ...; ...] is a list)
An important remark to keep in mind regarding allocation
of history buffers is that the following code has to work fine.
Assume fir : R𝑛 → R𝑚 and 𝑥, 𝑦 : R𝑛 , then
(fir 𝑥, fir 𝑦)
has to work properly, while sharing the implementation of
fir; the above expression will allocate two buffers. Other
languages do actually unfold fir and insert the buffers at
delay time; however this creates cache locality and code size
issues. Moreover, it makes it hard to remain in a call-byvalue setting. We tried some different approaches to this
problem, which took us quite a while, but have settled with
this solution for now.
3.2

An OCaml-Based Interpreter

After the introduction of buffers to store the history of function arguments, we can define an interpreter or compilation
scheme for Wptr that should be capable of real-time DSP.
Even if the history space and time consumption problem has
been solved by the use of buffers, our language still features
first-class functions, and thus in particular closures; thus the
compilation scheme is not trivial, and we must eliminate
or manage allocations introduced by 𝜆-expressions, e.g., in
(𝜆𝑥 .𝑥 0 + 𝑥 1 ) 𝑒.
We thus face the tension between the need for rapid prototyping and experimentation, and the need for an optimizing compiler that can produce code competing with handwritten DSP routines.
We have found a middle ground by taking advantage of
the fact that the only overhead in the imperative version of
the semantics is interpretation and closure allocation. We
can put to use three key components to write a toy Wptr
compiler producing performant, allocation-free code:
1. first, we define an OCaml interpreter for Wptr (Figure 8)
that takes advantage of Generalized Algebraic Data
Types (GADTs) to represent Wptr closures as OCaml
closures – this step is critical, as we will see;
2. second, we instrument our Wptr interpreter using MetaOCaml – this staged interpreter can take any Wptr program as input and produce a specialized version of the
interpreter for the particular input program;
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3. last, we use the optimizing FLambda OCaml compiler,
which is able to compile the code generated in the
previous steps, eliminating all closures, and producing pretty fast machine code, allocation-free in all our
examples.
We show the “denotational” and imperative interpreters in
Figure 8 side-by-side, to help the reader spot the differences.
The denotational version is a straight lifting of the interpretation function SP ⟦⟧ defined above in Coq to OCaml.
The most interesting case for the imperative interpreter is
the application case. As the reader can see, we first compute
the value for the argument at the current time, then we push
it to the buffer, passing the pointer to the interpretation of
the function, which is an OCaml function thanks to our use
of GADTs. The feedback node follows a similar scheme.
Once we have the interpreter, we proceed to stage it in a
standard way — as shown in Figure 9 — so we can produce
specialized code for each Wptr input program. The generated
code contains closures, but for our examples (see below), all
of them will be eliminated by the OCaml optimizing compiler.

3.3

Experimental Evaluation

We perform an informal experimental evaluation of our compilation scheme. In particular, we compare 3 different implementations — imperative interpreter “basic”, staged interpreter “gen”, hand-made code “hm” — of 3 examples:
• fir, a simple finite-impulse response filter of 15th order;
• iir, a simple infinite impulse filter of 15th order;
• com, the composition of fir and iir.
Results can be seen in Table 1. The time column denotes time
per run of 10 samples. The allocation columns “mWd” and
“mjWd” refer to specifics of the OCaml’s garbage collector,
but we can interpret them as “minor” and “major” allocations,
with the latter being very expensive, and the former being a
lesser worry but still a cost in terms of CPU instructions.
The “basic” version provides a reasonable baseline. However we allocate a large amount of memory on each cycle
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let heap = ... (* pre-allocated *)
let rec imachine : expr → env → value =
fun e env → match e with

let rec machine_n :

| Var (idx, id)
→
let p = ptr_of id env in

type a. int → a expr → env → a list =
fun step e env →

lookup heap p idx

if step < 0 then []

| Lam e →

else machine step e env :: machine_n (step-1) e env

fun ptr → imachine e (ptr :: env)

and machine : type a . int → a expr → env → a =

| App (p,ef,ea)

fun step e env → match e with
| Var (idx, id)

→

let va = imachine ea env in
shift_one heap ptr va;

→

lookup env id idx

imachine ef env ptr

| Lam e →

| Feed (ptr,e)

fun hist → machine step e (hist :: env)

→

let v = imachine e (ptr::env) in
shift_one heap ptr v;

| App (ef, ea) →
let a_hist = machine_n step ea env in
machine step ef env a_hist

v
|...

| Feed e →
let e_hist = machine_n (step-1) (Feed e) env in
machine step e (e_hist::env)

let rec repeat : int → (unit → 'a) → 'a = fun n c →
if n = 0 then c ()

|...

else (c (); repeat (n-1) c)
let eval e env n = repeat n (fun () → imachine e env)

Figure 8. Denotational vs. imperative interpretations
Table 1. Time (per sample) and memory allocation (per run)
for each test; percentages are time with respect to the slowest
case (com basic)

Figure 9. Staged Interpreter, Selected Cases
let rec eval : type a. env → a expr → a code =
fun g e → match e with

Name
fir basic
fir gen
fir hm
iir basic
iir gen
iir hm
com basic
com gen
com hm

| Cst r →
let module M = Lift_array(Lift_float) in M.lift r
| Var id →
.< Array.(unsafe_get .~(heap) .~(List.nth g id)) >.
| Idx (vec, id) →
.< let v = .~(eval g vec) in
let i = .~(eval g id) in
Array.(unsafe_get v i) >.
| Add (e1,e2) →

Time (ns)
4,982.48
188.42
85.21
4,765.38
184.08
212.46
10,479.81
394.78
287.33

mWd (w)
789.01
21.00
2.00
701.01
43.00
2.00
1,522.02
83.00
46.00

mjWd (w)
0.11

0.31

Percentage
47.54%
1.80%
0.81%
45.47%
1.76%
2.03%
100.00%
3.77%
2.74%

.< let v1 = .~(eval g e1) in
let v2 = .~(eval g e2) in
WArray.map2 (+.) v1 v2 >.
| Lam e →

that the generated code was not optimized in any other
way, we think the imperative execution model performs
according to our goals, and that it has been validated in
terms of potential real-time performance. Thus, writing a
more refined compilation back-end seems to be worth it.
Note that we wrote the hand-made code in OCaml, but
we inspected the generated assembly closely, and indeed it
seems to be competitive with C code. We did some more informal comparison of tuned C code generated from Faust vs.
our hand-made setup, and while OCaml performs a bit worse
than gcc, it is still below a 2x-overhead in the worst case.
We believe our hand-made baseline to be a good reference
point for now.

.<fun p → .~(eval (.<p>.::g) e)>.
| App (p, f, e) →
.< let v = .~(eval (.<p>.::g) e) in
shift_one v Array.(unsafe_get .~(heap) p);
.~(eval g f) p >.
|...

for the composed example due to closures, plus the interpretation overhead; at some point we even hit the major heap,
which is costly.
The generated code performs much better, surpassing the
hand-written code in one instance. Keeping into account
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To compile the code, we used OCaml’s Flambda compiler, version 4.07.1, with the -O3 - unbox-closures options. For MetaOCaml, we used the 4.07.1+BER version, and
the core-bench benchmarking framework generously open
sourced by Jane Street.
3.4

semantics in which to interpret (future) multi-rate programs
with a reasonable cost model (see Section 5 for more details).
A language that feels very similar in syntax to W is Arrp [37,
38], an array-based language. Arrp uses optimizing polyhedral compilation to produce very efficient code, while at the
same time providing the programmer with more flexibility
than W in terms of array manipulation. W exposes arrays,
but only as primitive data-types, so at the moment array
operations are compiled directly to the underlying array operations in the semantics. We haven’t explored what kind of
optimizations would be possible in this front.
Feldspar [5] is a DSL embedded in Haskell that can produce
efficient code for DSP algorithms using a custom compilation
strategy. CSound and Supercollider are music-processing languages that include DSP capabilities, usually based on the
notion of UGens, custom C routines that process audio on
a callback basis. Max/MSP and PureData are graphical programming languages allowing the definition of signal dataflow processing diagrams that are then interpreted. Some
more recent languages aimed at music DSP are also Vult and
Soul. All these languages were, in one way or another, considered during the design of the W framework, in particular
when thinking about the requirements that the W calculus
had to fulfil in order to ultimately become a possible compilation target for them, and thus deserve to be mentioned
here. We also refer the reader to the survey on [6], which
compares the different expressivities of music-oriented DSP
languages.

Equivalence of Semantics

An open question at this point is whether one can show that
the semantics of the denotational interpreter is equivalent
to the semantics of the imperative version with buffers. The
proof here becomes a bit more complex, and in this paper we
just present a sketch of the idea and leave the fully formalized
proof for future work.
The difficulties here are standard, and have been discussed
in the context of verified compilation of synchronous programming languages [15]. Concretely, we may try to relate
both interpreters using a logical or simulation relation, but
in this case the types are not telling the whole story. For an
expression Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏, in the denotational case, Γ-compatible
environments Θ will contain the full story for the binders,
while in the imperative case, all they contain is a pointer on
the buffer; so the buffer invariant cannot be easily stated.
There likely exist many possibilities to overcome this, but
we intend to follow an idea similar to the one in Velus [15]
and extend our definition of well-typed judgements to expose
a heap shape Δ, so that Δ | Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏 denotes a well-typed expression, and pointers in application nodes refer to a unique
location in the heap. This way we expect to be able to define a predicate relating heaps plus imperative environments
to denotational environments, and prove that the one-step
evaluation preserves this relation, thus making induction on
the number of steps work.

4
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Synchronous Programming. There exists a long tradition of research studying systems for real- and constrainedtime programming, among which one of the most successful is the Synchronous Paradigm, in which programs are assumed to react instantaneously to changes of input, which
are driven by some specific temporal scale.
Arising from the study of Kahn Proccess Networks [34],
the field of synchronous programming has produced very
important theoretical and practical contributions. As a very
incomplete list of synchronous languages, we could mention Lustre [22], Esterel [10, 11], Signal [9, 28], Lucid Synchrone [21, 23], and Zelus [16, 17].
Particularly recent relevant work to us is the research on
time refinement [42], causality analysis [8], constructive semantics [44], and the work of Adrien Guatto [30]. Indeed,
Guatto’s work is quite close in spirit to our proposal, as
he introduces a synchronous language with integer clocks,
while most of his metatheory is based on techniques developed in the functional programming community, such as
step indexing [3, 12, 46]. A linear-based type system ensures
that all well-typed programs are safe and can be compiled
to finite circuits. W can be considered a simple synchronous
language, with the main constraint that no clock information
is required at run time; moreover W programs have a unique

Related Work

Domain-Specific Languages for DSP. The work presented here lies at the intersection of several domains, our influences and related work are quite varied. We briefly survey
related work, classified in a non-mutually exclusive way.
W is directly inspired by the Faust programming language [48], and originally arose as a method to study / provide Faust with a mechanically specified operational semantics, including multi-rate [7, 33, 49]. Faust has a clear denotational model, but the particular implementation strategy
is left open so its cost semantics will vary depending on the
chosen compilation trade-offs. Moreover, Faust point-free
presentation is harder to connect with standard programming languages techniques such as logical relations, which
rely on a typical “functional calculus” presentation. Picking a
particular evaluation order in W allowed us to reason about
buffers / arrays, which is very convenient in DSP, so we
ended up adding them as a first-order primitive for programmers’ use. Another key goal of this work was to provide a
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typing derivation and the interpretation of programs doesn’t
depend on the typing derivation tree.

subtyping rules such as
Γ 𝑥 = R𝑎 @𝑟

Data-Flow Programming. Data-flow Programming is particularly well suited to signal processing, and data-flow diagrams are commonly used to write and specify algorithms.
Data-flow systems are typically characterized by their scheduling power, from synchronous data-flow [39] to more complex but less performant proposals that admit no static or
cyclic schedules. A few remarkable systems that we looked at
during W ’s design phase are Ptolemy [20, 50], StreamIt [58],
and SDF3 [57].

Γ ⊢ 𝑥 : R𝑎 [𝑟 ]

𝑥 is 𝑘-bounded

Γ ⊢ 𝑥 : R𝑎 [𝑟𝑘]

implement conversion from rates to arrays (of type R𝑎 [𝑟 ]) so
they can be manipulated; the left side is the simple version,
whereas the right version does allow “flattening” of a multirate stream that has been bounded up to 𝑘 steps into an
array. The introduction of stream rates now requires an
emit operation, which we write {𝑒 1, . . . , 𝑒𝑛 } for emitting 𝑛
elements at one concrete time step. In this discipline, we
can now write several code examples (we note [𝑒 1, ..., 𝑒𝑛 ] an
array constant with values 𝑒𝑖 ):

Functional Reactive Programming. Arrows and Functional Reactive Programming [25, 31, 32, 40, 41, 47] provide an elegant framework to express many interesting programming patterns based on time. A more recent development [36] extends FRP to provide a leak-free full formal
semantics; we have found a great deal of inspiration on this
effort. Co-effects type systems [19, 26] provide a type-based
method to quantify resource and buffering dependencies. A
very relevant work on completeness of stream fusion is [35].

up : R@1 → R@2
up = 𝜆𝑥 . {𝑥, 0}
pack : R@2 → R2 @1
pack = 𝜆𝑥 .{[𝑥 [0], 𝑥 [1]]}

down : R@2 → R@1
down = 𝜆𝑥 . {𝑥 [0]}
unpack : R2 @1 → R@2
unpack = 𝜆𝑥 .{𝑥 [0], 𝑥 [1]}

FFTw : R@16 → R[128]@1
FFTw = 𝜆𝑥 . {FFT 𝑥 }
The first 4 examples perform straightforward rate conversion, with the particularity that both pack and unpack are
semantically the identity function after type erasure, as the
underlying pointers are the same. A more interesting example is the last one, windowed FFT. In this case, we assume a
primitive FFT : R[128] → R[128]; then, the subtyping rule
will infer a bound for the input stream 𝑘 = 112, so 𝑥 will
be given type R[128], with a buffer of that particular size,
which gets shifted by 16 samples at each time step. Many
other interesting examples are possible in this framework,
such as filters with different control and data rates. Note
that this discipline leads naturally to the introduction of two
function types: a regular functional type for primitives not
aware of streams (such as FFT above), and a stream processor
type, where the arguments must be streams with rates.

Formal Verification of DSP and Cyber-Physical Systems. An early effort for the deductive verification of a
synchronous system is found in [13]. More recently, Cédric Auger’s PhD thesis [4] made significant progress; it has
been recently put to work to deliver the first certified Lustre compiler [14, 18], which ensures the correctness of the
compilation of Lustre programs with respect to a denotational model. The VERIDRONE project [52] aims to verify
the control engine of a drone with respect to safety conditions such as zoning. There exists a long line of work on the
verification of mathematical properties for DSP by Tahar et
al. [1, 2, 45, 53, 56], mainly using the Isabelle theorem prover.
Closest to our attempt to verify the imperative heap allocation pass is the work on the Velus verified compiler, as
well as the techniques required in order to manage memory
local to nodes.

5

Γ 𝑥 = R𝑎 @𝑟

Front End and Type Inference. As the reader may have
noticed, the core calculus presented in this paper is not
enough to compile programs, as we still need to compute
access bounds on variables as to properly size the required
buffers in the compilation scheme. To fill that gap, we have
developed an extension of the type system to track variable
usage using co-effects (see for example [19]). The idea is that
every variable in the environment gets an annotation that
reflects how many of their past values were used. This information is also carried over functional types, so we can then
know a bound on the history access of each stream processor by just looking at their type. Note that typing rules now
crucially rely on the particular evaluation strategy! In our
case, we believe our current call-by-value discipline provides
by far the better adapted scenario, but other approaches are

Future Work

Throughout the paper we have already hinted at possible
future work directions; in particular, we can distinguish 4
concrete lines of work that we are pursuing.
Multirate Processing. A key design goal of W was to
accommodate multirate processing from the start. While the
work presented here exclusively deals with the single-rate
case, we have already developed a simple version of periodic
regular clocks that allows to implement several multi-rate
primitives in a simple way. In this setup, stream types are
annotated with a rate parameter, so that R, representing a
stream of samples in our setup, becomes R@1. Additional
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possible. The basic rules are now:
(𝑥 :𝑘 R𝑎 ) ∈ Γ

Γ, 𝑥 :𝑘 𝜏 ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜎

Γ ⊢ 𝑥 : R𝑎 [𝑘]

Γ ⊢ 𝜆𝑥 . 𝑒 : 𝜏 →𝑘 𝜎

its mechanized denotational semantics and a mechanized
proof that every program written in the calculus is linear,
using logical relations.
Additionally, we have developed an efficient imperative interpreter, and performed an experimental evaluation of some
selected examples using program specialization to validate
our approach.
We believe that the presented work constitutes a good
basis upon which to (1) keep studying formally verified semantics and properties of the language and programs written
in it and (2) evolve towards a usable high-level DSP language
that can be used to quickly and easily define efficient processing components.

so, for example, the FFT example becomes:
FFTw : R@16 →112 R[128]@1
FFTw = 𝜆𝑥 . {FFT 𝑥 }
We have implemented a full front end for this system, named
“Wagner”, which includes a parser and a bidirectional typechecker; the above approach seems to work fine in practice,
with bidirectional type propagation being a key point in
order to correctly compute bounds. We took many hints
regarding type information dataflow from the approach implemented by the Mathematical Components library [29] in
their matrix implementation.
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Formally Verified Imperative Semantics. Work is underway to implement the strategy outlined in Section 3.4 as
a formally verified Coq proof. In particular, we have defined
the imperative machine inside Coq using a heap monad (a
state monad where the state is the global heap), defined a
typing relation for allocated programs that implies pointer
independence, and are in the process of coding down the
corresponding soundness relations. Additionally, we could
consider implementing a program logic in the style of [27].
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